German Dialect Eastern York County Pennsylvania
ethnolect, dialect, and linguistic repertoire in new york city - ethnolect, dialect, and linguistic repertoire
in new york city kara becker ... (pre-1880 irish and german) and second waves (post-1880, including italians,
russians, and eastern european jews) of immigration to new york city, were believed to flatten linguistically
within the classic three-generation model, with the result ... migrations of the pennsylvania germans to
western pennsylvania - 1971 migrations of the pennsylvania germans 59 when he removed from
huntingdon county to pittsburgh and built ... authorities on pennsylvania german dialect and culture, dreston
... (new york,1904), i,148-152. the german language and immigration in international ... - the german
language and immigration in international perspective thursday, september 28 and friday, september 29, 2006
... on the topic "the german language and immigration in international perspective." this will take place in the
memorial union ... made with german dialect-speakers from eastern europe and north america drawn the new
yiddish dialectology: a review of alexander beider ... - the new yiddish dialectology: a review of
alexander beider’s the origins ... new york: oxford university press, ... switzerland, and alsace, are not based
on the same german dialect as eastern yiddish, ... selected papers from the 2003 svu north american ...
- eastern port cities of new york and baltimore, but these, too, are difficult to identify, and for the same reason.
... the main difference was in their language. they spoke a dialect of german called böhmisch. they were the
german-bohemians, the deutschböhme. they came to german immigrants and nativism in virginia
1840—1860 - german immigrants and nativism in virginia 1840—1860 ... county) descendants of the early
settlers actually use their german dialect at the present time in the family circle although their families have
been ... new york, new orleans, philadelphia and baltimore. three pennsylvania german pioneer
homesteads in ontario ... - pennsylvania dutch dialect has meant in my lifeis family history centers iu one of
the ... germans in eastern new york 9 the pennsylvania-germans in western . samuel k. brobst ? ... stone . '3.
the pennsylvania german dialect (also called pennsylvania dutch), introduced by.ontario came into being as a
province of canada in but historians use ... volume xviii, number 1 january 1995 - lmhs - new york, and
m.a. and ph.d. degrees from columbia ... uated from eastern mennonite college, harrisonburg, virginia, with a
major in bible and psychology. further ... teaches courses on pennsylvania german dialect. he did his
undergraduate studies at eastern mennonite college in harrisonburg, virginia, elizabethtown college in ...
some observations on the germanic plainchant tradition* - in northern and eastern europe (14:823), but
contains no discussion of peter wagner's ... a rather late period." gustave reese, in music in the middle ages
(new york: norton, 1940), 122, recognized "the so-called german chant-dialect" in one sentence and one
footnote, ... two of the more clear-cut cases of polyphony based on german dialect ... settlement history in
the united states as reflected in ... - settlement history in the united states as reflected in dare: the
example of german luanne von schneidemesser dictionary of american regional english g esundheit, hex, bock
beer with braunschweiger or bratwurst, kindergarten, come with, kaput, on the fritz, nix, angst, and
wunderkind—most americans are familiar with these german words in ... bilingualism and dialect mixture
among lubavitcher hasidic ... - bilingualism and dialect mixture among lubavitcher hasidic children george
jochnowitz richmond college of the city university of new york h asiism (from hebrew hasid, 'pious') is a pietist
movement that spread through the jewish communities of eastern europe during the eighteenth century.
dialect perceptions & stereotypes - asha - each dialect was studied before using it (international dialect of
english archive and other websites) dialects/accents include: 1. new york (brooklyn, ny) 2. southern (atlanta,
georgia) 3. received pronunciation (england’s bbc dialect 4. midwest (cleveland, ohio) 5. scottish (a lighter
glasgow dialect) 6. german (berlin) 7. jews in america - policyarchive - jews in america . a contemporary
reader . roberta rosenberg farber and ... a medieval german dialect and some le local vernacular. hebrew was
the primarily for religious rituals, includ- ... in 1887 the major eastern european synagogues in new york city
attempted to pennsylvania germans - muse.jhu - sion of the body of works written in pennsylvania
german. however, as earl j. robacker (1943, 2) notes in pennsylvania german literature, this area of study is
“complicated by the fact that three languages are involved: english, high german, and the pennsylvania
german dialect.” robacker goes on to english in the western united states - university of oregon english in the western united states valerie fridland, university of nevada, reno, fridland@unr ... with much
settlement coming from eastern states such as new york and ohio as well as directly from britain, germany,
china and other, mainly european, countries. ... similarly, by 1900, german immigrants consisted of over 30%
of the area’s ... r n -r v b achterhoeks dialect - york - achterhoeks dialect abstract the achterhoek region is
found in the eastern netherlands, bordering germany. the dialect of the region, achterhoeks, is a low saxon
dialect spoken amongst many inhabitants of the region. it differs markedly from standard dutch in its
phonology, grammar and lexicon. two types of dialect features and two types of dialect ... - two types
of dialect features and two types of dialect boundaries aaron j. dinkin, ... • -méntàry is least prevalent in the
eastern part of the state ... • oneonta had german, new england yankee, and new york dutch influences
among earliest settlers (campbell 1906). early german and scots-irish settlers in english america - early
german and scots-irish settlers in english america the english settlement of america began in 1607, ﬁrst in
virginia, and shortly after in ... the ﬁve dialect areas of 16th century england are northern, southern, kent, west
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midlands, and east midlands. many speakers from the east midlands emigrated to new england. the speech of
... spoken arabic dialect identiﬁcation using phonotactic modeling - spoken arabic dialect identiﬁcation
using phonotactic modeling ... ern standard german). similarly, barakat et ... western vs. eastern arabic
dialects signiﬁcantly above chance based on intonation alone. hamdi et al. (2004) show that rhythmic differences exist between western and eastern ara-bic. the analysis of these differences is done by settlement
patterns and the eastern boundary of the ... - american dialect society annual meeting, chicago 5 january
2008 settlement patterns and the eastern boundary of the northern cities shift aaron j. dinkin, university of
pennsylvania ... so amsterdam and oneonta had substantial new york dutch settlement, and resemble albany
and schenectady in not showing ncs. gloversville, watertown, and glens ... full page fax print - dovid katz oxford • new york • beijing • sÀo paulo • sydney • tokyo frankfurt toronto . d. katz m. aptroot ... the dialectal
climate of two early eastern european yiddish prints two of weinreich's four riddles revisited ... the grounds of
dialect geography: 'amongst the children of the rhine and the other lands ... facts are facts - iii - wordpress
- facts are facts - iii ... eastern european countries as "yiddish" by nationality. they identified themselves as
"yiddish" ... the "yiddish" language is not a german dialect. many people are led to believe so because
"yiddish" has borrowed so many words from the german language. if "yiddish" is a german the ithaca dialect
- tcpl - western new york. whitestown was later separated into whitestown, to the western limit of the present
madison county; mexico, including the eastern half of the military tract,asitwascalled;
andparis,embracingthewesternhalf of thistract.1 the militarytract is the title of lands set apart by new
yorkstateforhersoldiersof therevolution. in1781, in ... colloquial arabic (levantine) - meetup - german
swedish greek *thai gujarati turkish hindi ukrainian hungarian * vietnamese ... north way, andover, hants sp10
5be, or to routledge inc., 29 west 35th street, new york ny 10001, usa. colloquial cd-roms multimedia language
courses available in: chinese, french, portuguese and spanish ... colloquial arabic (levantine). 1. arabic
language ... mahr, august c. - ohio state university - mahr, august c. the ohio journal of science. v55 n6
(november, 1955), 363-371 ... department of german, the ohio state university, columbus, 10 ... an iroquoian
dialect of eastern new york state: zeis-berger (1887). this remarkable work will henceforth be cited, in these
pages, as, 'the dictionary'. the swiss mennonite heritage: cheese-makers and wheat ... - i’m speaking
tonight because arnold wedel’s family owns maple trees in upstate new york. ... culture, adopting the south
german dialect, high german, and german culture.” ... as our people migrated further into eastern europe
where dairying was impractical, they changed livelihoods again, eventually becoming some of the world’s
ﬁnest ... the charles g. leland collection of romani books and ... - best known as the creator of the hans
breitmann ballads, comic verses in the german-english dialect of the north-eastern united states that were
long popular on both sides of the atlantic. ... journal (philadelphia), knickerbocker magazine (new york),
appleton’s new american cyclopædia (new dialectology day 3: prehistory - linguisticsociety - like
milwaukee “is colored with the german dialect”. ... 1910 salt lake i herald-republican german 1913 new york ii
saturday evening post southern 1934 london ii spectator cockney ... 5. caught young man from eastern
minnesota habib borjian* and daniel kaufman juhuri: from the ... - juhuri: from the caucasus to new york
city doi 10.1515/ijsl-2015-0035 abstract: juhuri is a dialect of the tat language of the eastern caucasus (specifically, dagestan and azerbaijan). although juhuri is dialectologically related to persian, it is not mutually
intelligible with any persian dialect. the juhuri name fluidity and its effect on ashkenazi genealogical ... from central and eastern europe, there is a history of name changes, both given and surname, ... from europe
to new york and then to california, is getting clearer. searching for ... it is generally considered a german
dialect, but with words from hebrew, aramaic, slavic and romance languages. ashkenazi also somalia:
language & culture - new york university - new york university . somalia: language & culture . table of
contents . ... is an eastern cushitic language. 2. the somali language is spoken by ethnic somalia, djibouti,
ethiopia, yemen and kenya. in addition to somali, many somalis speak ... the standard dialect, spoken by most
somalis, and the digil/raxanweyn dialect, spoken primarily in the ... american social dialects. institution
chicago univ., ill ... - vey of verb forms in the eastern united stater (ann arbor, 1953), kurnh and r. 1. ale
david, jr, the pronunciation of english in the at-londe states (ann arbor, 1961), and virginia. me maid, verb
forms in the nortb-central states and upper midwest, diss. (microfilm) u. of minnesota, 1956. surveys of
american. dialects and dialect research are ... is there 'oictionl1.'l!l i!i1.vtz ~l1 - dspace.fandm pennsyh'ania germans in eastern penns)h'ania alone. whose brains and abilities are fully equal, if not su ...
(york, 1882), included a "glossari" of words ar· ... sylvania-german dialect, compiled by prof. marcus bachman
lambert and published by the penns)'lvania ger ... today - university of washington - isogloss: a linguistic
feature marking out the areal limits of a dialect area; or the boundary itself. (several form an “isogloss
bundle”) ... dialect contact poland latvia eastern yiddish (israel) hungary russia south africa uruguay ... german
influence: ‘dunk’, ... yiddish blends with a slavic element - tandfonline - p. 521, §23.8 and, for the
german dialect domain, ... 7 uriel weinreich, languages in contact (new york, 1953), p. 52. 8 yiddish forms are
cited in a transcription in which x, j have their i.p.a. ... 12 analogous blends also occur in eastern dialects of
german; ... on vocalism in moroccan arabic dialects - on vocalism in moroccan arabic dialects ... spanish
or german colonial policy4, cultural and technical cooperation with western countries, tourism, etc.). ... eastern
arabic dialects or arabic/ semitic philology. thus, moroccan is regarded as an isolated language, and the
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features, which moroccan dialects share with ... rural life, the pennsylvania germans, and agricultural
... - rural life, the pennsylvania germans, and agricultural education ... the pennsylvania germans, and
agricultural education are from the years 1820 and 1945 and were either published in pennsylvania, or pertain
to ... their origin, their history, and their dialect.. . easton, penn.: express book print. . berlin, alfred franklin..
(1921). language - university of south carolina - new york. neither spanish nor french took hold, however,
and it was not until the ... german, lithuanian, italian, hungarian, czech, and polish attests to the diversity of
languages found in the region. 19-t3212-lan 11/2/05 3:30 pm page 999 ... western north and south carolina,
eastern kentucky, east tennessee, north georgia, and north alabama ... in the eyes of others: the
dialectics of german-jewish and ... - in the eyes of others: the dialectics of german-jewish and yiddish
modernisms . by . ... german and eastern european jewish cultures has stressed the german-jewish reception,
rejection, or appropriation of the eastern european jew. a critical intervention of my research ... the dialect
known as western heritage voices: language – german about the author: dr ... - heritage voices:
language – german . about the author: dr. renate ludanyi ... (“german language history”). dialect ...
pennsylvania, 28,000 in virginia, 26,000 in new york, 24,000 in maryland, and 1,000 in ohio. today the united
states has the largest population of german speakers outside of europe. the greatest influx of germans to the
... pennsylvania's crazy quilt of german religious groups* - pennsylvania's crazy quilt of german
religious groups* donald f. durnbaugh juniata college summary: because of the unusual religious tolerance and
economic opportunity offered to residents in william penn's colony after its founding in 1681/82, it became the
preferred focus of immigration from the ger-man states. language, ethnicity and the state - springer language, ethnicity and the state / edited by camille c. o’reilly. ... the origins of german minority groups in
poland and the czech republic 69 ... language variation and change, language and dialect contact, notes on the
contributors xi. code-switching, language attitudes and language ideology, and lan- ... radical reformation
and mennonite bibliography, 1991 - radical reformation and mennonite bibliography, 1991 compiled by
barbara a. thiesen, mennonite ... eastern mennonite board of missions and charities. god's call to mission:
mennonite life - bibliography 1991 ... german dialect of an old order amish community in lancaster county.
thesis (ph.d.)--university of georgia, 1991. 1 microfiche. ... full page fax print - dovid katz - fun
5jsbajtovdikàjt), by which any german dialect feature in yiddish was susceptible to replacement by other
german dialect features over time (1973:11, 97—98). it is a generalization of fischer's claim of a 'rolling back
of western german elements by bavarian'. fischer had followed up by postulating a later series of east central
german from germany to japan and turkey: modernity, locality, and ... - dialect 102 from germany to
japan and turkey: modernity, locality, and bruno taut’s trans-national details from 1933 to 19381 burak erdim
ph.d. candidate, architectural history through the carefully phrased dictum, “all nationalist architecture is bad,
but all good architecture is national,” bruno taut (1880-1938) expressed to his ... j. k. chambers - the library
of congress - 6-1 /j/-dropping in eastern england 74 7-1 single-line isoglosses 90 ... 6-7 new york city (r) by
class and style 83 9-1 multidimensional scaling of northwestern ohio informants146 ... bavarian dialect of
german, and so on. this distinction, however, presents us with a number of difﬁculties. ... radical reformation
and mennonite bibliography, 1987 - eastern mennonite college (emc); kevin enns-rempel, center for
mennonite brethren studies, fresno pacific college (fresno); lawrence klippenstein, mennonite heritage centre
(mhc); ina ruth breckbill, mennonite historical library, goshen college (mhl); and barbara thiesen, mennonite
library and archives, bethel college (mla). 1987 language variation among social groups: dialects - 350 •
chapter 11 language variation among social groups: dialects ... 352 • chapter 11 language variation among
social groups: dialects ... upstate new york, metropolitan new york (including northern and eastern new jersey
and long island), and northern pennsylvania. ... dialect boundaries in new jersey - citeseerxtu - german
variations at the dawn of dialectology,1 a cover letter was addressed ... the north by new york state, with parts
of the region becoming more densely populated as the new york suburbs expand (sussex, warren, hunterdon,
... located near atlantic city on the eastern coast, running northwest to trenton. ...
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